Iran group proposal killed

By Mike McNamara

Congressional moves that could result in a 40 percent cut in MIT's Lincoln Laboratory are being followed closely -- and with some trepidation -- by laboratory officials.

Pique over the controversial activities of "think tanks" like the Rand Corporation and the Center for Naval Analysis led the Senate to cut $26.7 million from the funds expected to go to new Federal Research and Development Centers (FRDC).

Although the Senate's budget-cutting language is closely aimed at reducing "overlap" between policy studies made in the think tanks and in the Pentagon, the cuts could have serious physical research implications.

The cuts were one of many differences between the Senate and House bills that must now go to a House-Senate conference committee, where the FCRC can be one of many differences between the two houses: budgets that must be resolved.

Although discussion of the two proposals occupied almost an hour, Skolnikoff said, "It doesn't seem proper to con- sistently cut them out."

The appropriations bill's language does say that the cuts are aimed at reducing duplication. But the cuts, if passed, are going to be made by several processes, and physical research centers might suffer along with think tanks.

"If it goes through as written, and if the cuts are made across the board, the pro rate on each FCRC, says Gray, "and "they are applied to personnel" that makes up more than half of Lincoln's defense expenditures., the effect on our bud- (Please turn to page 2)
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